Foreword
Special Issue on Recent Technologies and Applications
of Artificial Intelligence
This special issue is devoted to papers presented at the 24th International
Conference on Technologies and Applications of Artificial Intelligence (TAAI2019),
held in Kaohsiung, Taiwan, Nov. 21-23, 2019. Submissions of this special issue
were invited from authors of the papers awarded in TAAI2019 or highly recommended by the program committee. All submitted papers were further
extended and reviewed by at least three reviewers and selected based on
their originality, significance, relevance, and clarity of presentation. Among all
submissions, six papers were accepted for publication in this special issue.
Topics of these papers cover the new techniques and innovative applications
of AI and are briefed as follows.
The paper “Local Community Detection by Local Structure Expansion and
Exploring the Local Communities for Target Nodes in Complex Networks” by
HAO-SHANG MA, SHIOU-CHI LI, ZHI-JIA JIAN, YOU-HUA KUO, and YOU-HUA
HUANG presents two novel methods, CLOSE (Local Community Detection via
LOcal Structure Expansion) and ELCTN (Exploring Local Communities of Target
Nodes), for community detection based on local expansion. Both methods
demonstrate accuracy and modularity in exploring benchmark networks as
well as real-world networks.
The paper “Residual Network for Deep Reinforcement Learning with Attention Mechanism” by HANHUA ZHU and TOMOYUKI KANEKO proposes the
Deep Residual Attention Reinforcement Learning (DRARL) method. DRARL
incorporates an attention-based structure into the network structure of Importance Weighted Actor-Learner Architecture (IMPALA). DRARL helps the
model learn a better representation by assisting the model focus on the crucial features and outperforms popular RL algorithms, IMPALA, PPO, and A2C,
in a subset of Atari games.
The paper “A Study on Agent-Based Box-Manipulation Animation Using
Deep Reinforcement Learning” by HSIANG-YU YANG, CHIEN-CHOU WONG,
and SAI-KEUNG WONG presents reinforcement learning techniques for the
controls of push-manipulation in an agent-based animation. The experiment
results show that agents' behaviors are affected by the reward terms and
various inputs in certain aspects, such as the agents' movement smoothness,

wandering about the box, loss of orientation, sensitivity about collision avoidance, and pushing styles.
The paper “Position Control and Production of Various Strategies for Game
of Go Using Deep Learning Methods” by YUAN SHI, TIANWEN FAN, WANXIANG
LI, CHU-HSUAN HSUEH, and KOKOLO IKEDA presents several methods for position control and for producing various strategies to be used with Go programs
based on AlphaGo Zero. Their proposed method hybridizes existing techniques with new ideas and demonstrate usefulness on the end-game position
control and reasonableness to human players.
The paper “Escher-like Tiling Design from Video Images Using Convolutional Variational Autoencoder” by ASUKA HISATOMI, TOMOFUMI MATSUYAMA,
TAKAHIRO KINOSHITA, KAZUNORI MIZUNO, and SATOSHI ONO proposes a
method that deforms a prominent movie or animation character into a tileable shape. With a convolutional variational autoencoder, their proposed
method searches for the poses suitable for tiling by optimization in the latent
space and successfully generates tileable figures of the tested character in
various poses.
The paper “Statistical Multiframe Methodology with Agnostic Thresholding
for Attendance Marking System” by KUAN HENG LEE, SANJAY V. ADDICAM,
ILYA KRYLOV, SERGEI NOSOV, MEE SIM LAI, ZHAN QIANG LEE, and CHUNG
SHIEN CHAI presents a statistical methodology based on multi-frame for improving the attendance marking accuracy after a convergence time in a facial recognition system. Their method combines the mean thresholding scheme
and achieves high accuracy even when running in full inference rate.
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